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Let a,(n) be the sum of the ath powers of the divisors of n, let 1.x) 
denote the fractional part of x, and define B,(.u) by 
B,(x)= {x) -4. 
Then we have the following results 
THEOREM 1. Let .d he the set qf those real numbers a > 1 fbr wxhich there 
exists a number N,(a) with the propert?’ that 
fur any integer N > N,(a). Then .R/ = [a,, ;x. ) where u,, = 1.47875 1 is the 
root qf the equation 
;(a(,) = 2[( NC, + 1 ). 
THEOREM 2. Let a he a ,fi.ued real number, a > 1, and for red .Y let 
Then 
lim f(x) = 2 4 [(a). - I, 
\- - % 
It may be further noted that hm,,(a,(n)/n“) = ((a), and that when .Y passes 
an integer N uith G,(N) + [(a) N”, f,(.u) jumps ,from ,L,( Np ) + - 4 [(a) to 
f,(N+) + 4 i(a). 
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Proofs. From the Euler-MacLaurin formula, we have 
c n < .x au(n) = 2, ZH mu =,z, rn L,, mu \ . 
3z+1)xu+l 
a+1 
- x”S(x) + 0(x log x) + 0(x0- l log x), 
where 
(The logarithms are required only when a = 2) Since 
Theorem 2 follows easily. If N is an integer, then 8, (N/m) < 4 - (I/m), so 
that 
S(N) < f i(a) - [(a + 1) -c 0, if a>a,, 
and this suffices. In the critical case a = a,, we note that there is an 
m<logN such that m\(N+l), and that for such an m, B,(N/m)< 
$-- (2/m). Then S(N) < - l/m < -c(log N))““- ‘? and this suffices. 
We do not know if N,(a) = 0 for all a > a,; it is for a = 2,3, and 4. 
